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Leading theories propose that when remembering past events, medial temporal lobe (MTL)

structures reinstate the neural patterns that were active when those events were initially

encoded. Accurate reinstatement is hypothesized to support detailed recollection of

memories, including their source. While several studies have linked cortical reinstatement

to successful retrieval, indexing reinstatement within the MTL network and its relationship

to memory performance has proved challenging. Here, we addressed this gap in knowledge

by having participants perform an incidental encoding task, during which they visualized

people, places, and objects in response to adjective cues. During a surprise memory test,

participants saw studied and novel adjectives and indicated the imagery task they per-

formed for each adjective. A multivariate pattern classifier was trained to discriminate the

imagery tasks based on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) responses from

hippocampus and MTL cortex at encoding. The classifier was then tested on MTL patterns

during the source memory task. We found that MTL encoding patterns were reinstated

during successful source retrieval. Moreover, when participants made source mis-

attributions, errors were predicted by reinstatement of incorrect source content in MTL

cortex. We further observed a gradient of content-specific reinstatement along the anterior

eposterior axis of hippocampus and MTL cortex. Within anterior hippocampus, we found

that reinstatement of person content was related to source memory accuracy, whereas

reinstatement of place information across the entire hippocampal axis predicted correct

source judgments. Content-specific reinstatement was also graded across MTL cortex, with

PRc patterns evincing reactivation of people and more posterior regions, including PHc,

showing evidence for reinstatement of places and objects. Collectively, these findings

provide key evidence that source recollection relies on reinstatement of past experience

within the MTL network.
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1. Introduction

The ability to recall details about prior experiencesdsuch as

theiroriginor sourcedis thought to rely onreinstatementof the

neural patterns active during initial encoding (for a review see

Davachi & Preston, 2015). Leading theories suggest that during

recollection, the hippocampus and surrounding medial tem-

poral lobe (MTL) cortex mediate reinstatement of memory rep-

resentations in response to partial cuesda process known as

pattern completion (McClelland, McNaughton, & O'Reilly, 1995;
Norman&O'Reilly, 2003). In turn, reinstatementwithin theMTL

network is thought to drive reinstatement of the corresponding

cortical activation patterns associated with an original experi-

ence, allowing for recollection of event details. While several

studies have shown that cortical reinstatement tracks source

memory (Bird,Keidel, Ing,Horner,&Burgess, 2015;Bosch, Jehee,

Fernandez, & Doeller, 2014; Gordon, Rissman, Kiani,&Wagner,

2014; Johnson, McDuff, Rugg, & Norman, 2009; Kuhl & Chun,

2014; Morcom, 2014; Thakral, Wang, & Rugg, 2015; Wheeler,

Petersen, & Buckner, 2000; Wing, Ritchey, & Cabeza, 2015), a

direct link between MTL reinstatement and successful source

retrieval has beenmore elusive.

Electrophysiological work in humans has shown that in-

dividualMTLneurons active during encoding of short episodes

fire again when those episodes are recalled (Gelbard-Sagiv,

Mukamel, Harel, Malach, & Fried, 2008), with activity predict-

ing both recognition strength and confidence (Rutishauser

et al., 2015). Consistent with these human studies, physiolog-

ical recordings in rodents have shown reactivation of hippo-

campal activity patterns during retrieval (for a review see Carr,

Jadhav, & Frank, 2011). For instance, hippocampal cells rep-

resenting a movement trajectory through a well-learned

environment are replayed in sequence at remote time points

(Karlsson & Frank, 2009). Interrupting such hippocampal

replay impairs navigational ability in rodents (Jadhav, Kemere,

German, & Frank, 2012). Collectively, these findings indicate

that reinstatement of MTL memory representations plays an

important role in guiding behavior and choice. However, these

findings do not speak directly to the role of MTL reinstatement

in the accurate retrieval of detailed source information.

In contrast to electrophysiological research, evidence for

MTL reinstatement during retrieval asmeasured by functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been limited. Recent

work has shown that the magnitude of hippocampal activa-

tion during retrieval is associated with the speed (Gordon

et al., 2014) and confidence (Leiker & Johnson, 2015; Thakral

et al., 2015) of memory decisions. Several studies have

further shown that hippocampal engagement during both

encoding (Danker, Tompary, & Davachi, 2016) and retrieval is

correlated with measures of cortical reinstatement at test

(Bosch et al., 2014; Horner, Bisby, Bush, Lin, & Burgess, 2015;

Leiker & Johnson, 2015; Ritchey, Wing, Labar, & Cabeza,

2013; Wing et al., 2015). Thus, while these studies suggest a

link between MTL processing, cortical reinstatement, and

successful retrieval, they do not provide evidence for

retrieval-related MTL reinstatement per se.

Studies that have observed reinstatement of MTL encoding

patterns during retrieval do not always see a linkwithmemory

behavior (Wimber, Alink, Charest, Kriegeskorte, & Anderson,
2015). Two notable exceptions have shown performance-

related reinstatement of specific memory content in hippo-

campus, perirhinal cortex (PRc), and parahippocampal cortex

(PHc) (Mack & Preston, 2016; Staresina, Henson, Kriegeskorte,

& Alink, 2012). In one of these studies, PHc encoding pat-

terns for word-scene associations were reinstated when par-

ticipants recalled the correct scene in response to its

associated word cue (Staresina et al., 2012). A more recent

study (Mack & Preston, 2016) combined high-resolution fMRI

with a multivariate decoding approach designed to index

retrieval of specific items. Mack and colleagues provided evi-

dence for reinstatement of specific faces in PRc and specific

scenes in hippocampus during recall, with the fidelity of MTL

reinstatement predicting the speed of memory decisions.

However,memory performance in that studywas near ceiling,

limiting the connection between MTL reinstatement and the

accuracy of source retrieval. A major goal of the present study

is to test the prediction that MTL reinstatement should not

only predict correct source retrieval, but also track the pattern

of sourcememory errors. If there is a strong link betweenMTL

reinstatement and source decisions, activation patterns

reflecting reinstatement of incorrect source content should

lead to source misattributions.

A second goal of the present study is to test the hypothesis

that distinct MTL subregions support reinstatement of specific

kinds of source content. Leading theories suggest that hip-

pocampus, PRc, and PHc play unique roles in memory that

depend on the content of experience (Bird & Burgess, 2008;

Davachi, 2006; Diana, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2007; Ritchey,

Libby, & Ranganath, 2015). One perspective suggests that PRc

and PHc mediate encoding and retrieval of visual object

(including faces) and visuospatial information respectively,

while hippocampus plays a content-general role in memory

(Davachi, 2006; Diana et al., 2007). An alternative account

proposes that hippocampus may play a specialized role in

visuospatialmemory, as hippocampal lesions result in deficits

in place, but not face memory (Bird & Burgess, 2008). Recent

data further indicate that there may be functional differenti-

ation within hippocampus, as anterior hippocampus shows

preferential connectivity with PRc and posterior hippocampus

with PHc (Libby, Ekstrom, Ragland, & Ranganath, 2012).

This observation and others (Liang, Wagner, & Preston, 2013)

suggest that while posterior hippocampus may mediate

memory for visuospatial information, anterior hippocampus

may be more sensitive to visual object content or show

domain-general memory responses. Prior studies indexing

MTL representation at encoding and retrieval have revealed

content-based dissociations across MTL subregions (Diana,

Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2008; Huffman & Stark, 2014; Liang

et al., 2013; Mack & Preston, 2016; Staresina et al., 2012).

Here, we examine how such specialization relates to source

memory, by indexing reinstatement of person, place, and

object source information along the longitudinal axis of both

hippocampus and MTL cortex.

During incidental encoding, participants were cued to

visualize a person, place, or object characterized by a pre-

sented adjective. During a surprise source memory task, par-

ticipants saw studied and novel adjectives and indicated

which imagery task they performed for each adjective or if an

adjective was new. A neural classifier was trained to
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differentiate the three imagery tasks based on encoding data

from each MTL subregion. The classifier was then applied to

data from the source memory task to index content-specific

reinstatement of source information within MTL subregions

and its relationship to memory performance (see Polyn, Natu,

Cohen, & Norman, 2005 for a similar approach). To address

our central hypotheses, we (1) contrasted classifier perfor-

mance for correct and incorrect source judgments and (2)

assessed whether the classifier's output could predict partic-

ipants' patterns of source misattributions.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Twenty-one healthy, right-handed volunteers participated in

the experiment after giving informed consent in accordance

with a protocol approved by the University of Texas at Austin

Institutional Review Board. Participants received $25/h for

their involvement. Data from 15 participants were included in

the analyses (age 19e33 years, mean ¼ 23.9 ± 3.9 years; 12

females), with data from six total participants being excluded

due to technical problems with the scanner (three partici-

pants), early termination of the experiment because of

discomfort (one participant), and failure to perform the

behavioral task (two participants).

2.2. Behavioral procedures

During functional scanning, participants performed a mental

imagery task (Fig. 1) in response to visual word cues (black text

on white background; Arial 36 point). In separate retrieval

scans, participants performed a source recognition task in

response to the same visual word cues. Stimuli were gener-

ated in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA), using the

Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997), on an Apple MacBook

laptop computer and back-projected via a magnet-compatible

projector onto a screen that could be viewed through a mirror

mounted above the participant's head. Participants responded
with an optical button pad held in their right hand.

2.2.1. Stimuli
Two hundred adjectives selected from the MRC Psycholin-

guistic Database (http://websites.psychology.uwa.edu.au/

MRCDatabase/uwa_mrc.htm) were used as stimuli. One hun-

dred and fifty of these adjectives were presented during the

incidental encoding task, with the adjectives split evenly

across three imagery conditions. The remaining 50 adjectives

were used as novel lures during the retrieval task. All adjec-

tives were rated by an independent group of participants to

ensure that they could be easily visualized across all three

imagery conditions. Stimulus assignments were counter-

balanced so that each adjective appeared in each condition

(person imagery, place imagery, object imagery, and novel

lure) across participants.

2.2.2. Incidental encoding
During five event-related encoding scans, participants were

presented with written cues that designated whether they
were to internally visualize a person, place, or object in

response to a simultaneously presented adjective (Fig. 1). At

the start of each imagery trial, the written cue and target ad-

jective were presented for 3.6 sec. Following presentation of

the imagery cue and adjective, a written prompt was pre-

sented for 1.4 sec during which time participants indicated

with a key press whether their mental image was “vivid with

strong details”, “vivid but lacking in detail”, “vague/unclear”,

or “could not be visualized”.

For person imagery trials, participants were instructed to

visualize the face of someone famous or familiar to themwho

could be described by the adjective. For place imagery trials,

participants were instructed to visualize a spatial environ-

ment that could be described by the adjective and did not

contain prominent foreground objects. For object imagery

trials, participants were instructed to visualize a single non-

living object in isolation that could be described by the ad-

jective. Prior to being scanned, participants performed prac-

tice trials to ensure that they understood the imagery

instructions and were executing them correctly. During each

encoding scan, participants performed ten trials of the three

imagery tasks (person, place, and object). Thus, each adjective

e save the novel lures ewas viewed once during the encoding

phase of the experiment. Participants were not informed that

their memory for the adjectives would later be tested.

To isolate the neural responses evoked during incidental

encoding, each imagery trial was separated from the preced-

ing and following trials by 6 sec of a baseline task (Fig. 1).

During this time, arrow stimuli were presented every 2 sec,

and participants indicated with a key press whether each

arrow pointed to the left or right. A 1 sec fixation crosshair

indicated the start of the next imagery trial. The presentation

order of person, place, and object imagery trialswas generated

using a sequencing algorithm to optimize efficiency in event-

related designs and to ensure that within any scan, trials of

each imagery task were equally likely to be followed by a

person, place, or object trial (Dale, 1999). Five presentation

orders were generated as counterbalancing groups.

2.2.3. Source retrieval
In five separate retrieval scans, participants were given a

surprise cued recall test on the adjectives studied in the

encoding scans. Fifty adjectives not presented during encod-

ing served as novel lures. At the start of each retrieval trial,

one of the studied adjectives or lures appeared in the center of

the screen for 3.6 sec (Fig. 1), and participants were instructed

to silently recall the mental image that they had created for

that adjective during encoding. Following presentation of the

adjective, a written prompt was presented (1.4 sec), during

which time participants indicated with a key press whether

the retrieved image associated with the adjective corre-

sponded to a person, place, or object, or whether the adjective

was not seen at encoding.

During each retrieval scan, participants viewed 30 studied

adjectives (10 from each of the imagery conditions) and 10 lure

adjectives. The presentation order of person-, place-, and

object-related adjectives and novel lures was generated using

the same sequencing algorithm as that used for the encoding

scans (Dale, 1999). As with encoding, five distinct trial orders

were created to counterbalance stimulus presentation order

http://websites.psychology.uwa.edu.au/MRCDatabase/uwa_mrc.htm
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Fig. 1 e Schematic of encoding and retrieval tasks. During incidental encoding, participants viewed adjectives and were

cued to imagine a person, place, or object described by the adjective. After imagery, participants rated the quality of the

generated images. Each imagery trial was followed by three trials of a baseline arrows task. After encoding, participants

performed a surprise source memory task. During the source test, participants saw studied and novel lure adjectives. On

each trial, participants were instructed to silently recall the mental image generated for the presented adjective and make a

response indicating whether the retrieved image corresponded to a person, place, or object. To prevent confusion from

overlapping letters during the retrieval prompt, “person”was represented on screen by an “F” (standing for face) and “place”

was represented on screen by an “S” (standing for scene). At encoding the imagery cues for person and place trials were

likewise denoted “face” and “scene” respectively. For adjectives not seen at encoding, participants were to respond “new.”

Each source retrieval trial was followed by three trials of a baseline arrows task.
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across participants. To isolate the neural responses evoked

during cued recall, each retrieval trial was separated from the

preceding and following trials by 6 sec of the same baseline

task used during incidental encoding (Fig. 1). A 1 sec fixation

crosshair indicated the start of the next retrieval trial.

2.3. fMRI acquisition

Imaging data were acquired on a 3.0 T Signa whole-body MRI

system (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA) with a

single-channel, custom-madetransmit/receiveheadcoil.Head

movement wasminimized using additional foampadding. For

each participant, a high-resolution T1-weighted SPGR image

(sagittalplane, 1mm3resolution)wasacquired.This imagewas

used as the whole brain structural image to which all other

participant-specific imageswere initially coregistered andwas

also used to calculate non-linear transformation parameters

when normalizing each participant's structural and functional

images to the MNI template. Prior to the incidental encoding

task, a T2-weighted, flow-compensated spin-echo structural

image (TR ¼ 3000 msec; TE ¼ 68 msec; .47 � .47 mm in-plane

resolution) was then acquired, with 33 3-mm thick oblique

axial slices (.6mmgap) oriented parallel to themain axis of the

hippocampus and adjusted tomaximize coverage of thewhole

brain; functional volumes from the incidental encoding task

used the same slice locations as this T2 image. Prior to the

retrieval scans, another T2-weighted structural volume was

acquiredwith identical parameters to thefirst, butwith a lower

in-planeresolution (.94� .94mm); functional volumes fromthe

cued recall task used the same slice locations as this T2 image.
This procedure enabled accurate and independent spatial

coregistration of the encoding and retrieval scans to the high-

resolution T1 image collected at the beginning of scanning.

Functional images collected during the encoding and

retrieval scans were acquired using a T2*-sensitive gradient

echo EPI sequence (TR ¼ 2000 msec; TE ¼ 30 msec; flip

angle ¼ 73�; FOV ¼ 24 cm; 3.75 � 3.75 � 3.6 mm resolution,

interleaved slice acquisition). Immediately prior to acquisition

of the incidental encoding data, a high-order shimming pro-

cedure was utilized to reduce B0 heterogeneity. This high-

order shimming procedure was repeated prior to the acqui-

sition of the retrieval scans. For each participant, a total of 920

functional volumes were acquired over five encoding scans

and 1220 volumes were acquired over five retrieval scans. In

each functional scan, four EPI volumes (a total of 8 sec) were

collected prior to beginning the first trial of the experiment to

allow for T1 stabilization. These initial four volumes were

discarded prior to fMRI data analysis.

2.4. Preprocessing of fMRI data

Datawere preprocessed using SPM5 (WellcomeDepartment of

Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) and custom Matlab rou-

tines. For each participant, the functional volumes from the

encoding scans were realigned to the first volume in the

timeseries to correct for motion. The first volume of the

encoding timeseries was then coregistered to the T2-weighted

structural image acquired prior to the encoding scans. The

resulting coregistration parameters were then applied to the

entire encoding timeseries. These steps were then separately

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.09.011
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performed for the retrieval scans, so that the entire retrieval

timeseries was coregistered with the T2-weighted structural

image taken immediately prior to retrieval. Both T2-weighted

structural images were then coregistered with the high-

resolution T1-weighted SPGR, and the resulting coregistra-

tion parameters were applied to the respective functional

timeseries.

To enable group-level analyses, we used the Advanced

Normalization Tools (Avants et al., 2011) to normalize indi-

vidual participants' brains to the MNI template. Specifically,

each participant's high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical

volume was normalized to the MNI template based on the

shape of the gray- and white-matter boundaries, using non-

linear diffeomorphic transformations. The transformation

parameters were then applied to all of the participant's
structural and functional volumes. Functional volumes were

spatially smoothed (5mm FWHM), and then high-pass filtered

to remove low frequency drift (longer than 128 sec). The

resulting functional timeseries volumes were z-scored in

preparation for multivoxel pattern analysis.

2.5. Identification of MTL regions-of-interest

Anatomically defined regions-of-interest (ROIs) for hippo-

campus, PRc, and PHc were demarcated on the T1-weighted,

high-resolution (1 mm3) standard MNI template, through

automatic volumetric segmentation via the FreeSurfer image

analysis suite (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) (Fig. 2).

The PRc mask was then manually edited according to guide-

lines derived from neurochemical and pathological studies of

human PRc (Ding & Van Hoesen, 2010). Given previous studies

that have raised the possibility that content representation

may differ significantly along the anterioreposterior axis of

both hippocampus and MTL cortex (Diana, Yonelinas, &

Ranganath, 2010; Liang et al., 2013; Litman, Awipi, &

Davachi, 2009; Staresina, Duncan, & Davachi, 2011), we

further divided the hippocampal and MTL cortical masks into

three ROIs of equal thickness.

WithinMTL cortex, we created three ROIs corresponding to

PRc anteriorly (268 average voxels), PHc posteriorly (225

average voxels), and a middle segment corresponding to the

transitional zone between PRc and PHc (299 average voxels).

We defined the transitional zone based on recent data sug-

gesting that encoding responses within this region are less
Fig. 2 e Anatomical regions of interest. Within hippocampus an

along the longitudinal axis of each structure. Anterior hippocam

the transitional zone of MTL cortex in green; posterior hippoca

depicts the approximate locations of the hippocampal ROIs dis
selective than either PRc or PHc (Liang et al., 2013; Litman

et al., 2009; Staresina et al., 2011). Within hippocampus, we

created three subdivisions corresponding to anterior, middle,

and posterior hippocampus (124, 87, and 106 average voxels

respectively). Structural and functional differences have been

observed across the hippocampal longitudinal axis, including

differentiation of middle and posterior aspects (Liang et al.,

2013; Libby et al., 2012). For this reason, we chose to consider

three distinct hippocampal regions when examining content-

specific reinstatement.

2.6. Multivariate pattern analysis of fMRI data

To test whether different MTL subregions make content-

specific contributions to episodic reinstatement, we used a

multivoxel pattern classifier to measure reinstatement of

encoding patterns during source retrieval for each kind of

imagined content. Furthermore, we tested how reinstatement

was related to source memory performance by assessing: (1)

whether the degree of reinstatement differed for correct and

incorrect source responses and (2) whether reinstatement

predicted participants' pattern of source errors.

2.6.1. MVPA classification of imagery-based encoding
As an initial step, we assessedwhetherMTL activation patterns

evoked during incidental encoding discriminated between the

three imagery conditions (i.e., imagined people, imagined pla-

ces, and imagined objects). First, activation patterns for each

encoding trial were created by averaging the three functional

volumes corresponding to the peak of the hemodynamic

response (i.e., the time points 4e8 sec after the trial onset). We

then created a regressor matrix to label each trial's activation

pattern according to the imagery condition to which it

belonged (i.e., person imagery, place imagery, object imagery).

Every encoding trial was included regardless of the vividness

rating at encoding, so that there was an equal number of time

points included for each condition (50 per condition).

Pattern classification analyseswere implementedusing the

Princeton MVPA toolbox and custom code for Matlab. Within

each anatomical ROI, classifier performance during imagery-

based encoding for each participant was calculated using a

5-fold cross-validation procedure that implemented a regu-

larized logistic regression algorithm to train the classifier. Data

from four encoding scanswere used for classifier training, and
d MTL cortex, three regions of interest were demarcated

pus and PRc are depicted in red; middle hippocampus and

mpus and PHc in blue. The sagittal image in the left panel

played on the right.
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the remaining scan was used as test data to assess the

generalization performance of the trained classifier. This

process was iteratively repeated five times, one for each of the

possible configurations of encoding scans. The classification

performances from each fold of the cross-validation proced-

ure were averaged to obtain the final pattern classification

performances for every participant for each MTL subregion.

Two-tailed Student's t-tests were conducted for each MTL ROI

to assess whether classification accuracy across participants

was significantly greater than the theoretical chance level of

33%.

2.6.2. Classification of source retrieval patterns
Next,weapplied a classifier trainedon theencodingdata to the

patterns from the sourcememory task to determine if content-

specific activation patterns were reinstated during successful

recall of source details. As with the encoding dataset, we first

calculated an activation pattern for each of the cued recall

trials by averaging the three functional volumes correspond-

ing to the peak of the hemodynamic response (i.e., 4e8 sec

after onset of the retrieval cue). We sorted these retrieval

activation patterns according to the imagery task with which

they were associated and according to memory performance

(i.e., correct and incorrect retrieval trials). This procedure

resulted in six conditions: correct source identification of

person, place, and object detail, and incorrect source identifi-

cation of person, place, and object detail.

For each MTL ROI, the classifier trained on the encoding

data was tested on the retrieval activation patterns. Rein-

statement for each of the six conditions was quantified by the

mean classification accuracy, which was calculated as the

proportion of trials for which the associated imagery task was

correctly predicted by the classifier. To assess whether MTL

subregional retrieval patterns were sensitive to imagery con-

tent as well as participants' source memory performance, we

subjected themean classifier accuracies to repeatedmeasures

ANOVA. Specifically, we conducted separate 3-way ANOVAs

for MTL cortex and hippocampus using ROI as a factor with

three levels (i.e., anterior, middle, and posterior regions for

both hippocampus and MTL cortex), imagery task as a factor

with three levels (i.e., person, place, and object), and source

memory performance as a factor with two levels (i.e., source

correct and source incorrect).

We also conducted planned comparisons that assessed

content-based differences in episodic reinstatement and its

relationship to memory within the MTL. At the group-level,

Student's t-tests assessed whether reinstatement during

each of the six retrieval conditions significantly differed from

the theoretical chance level of 33%, and whether mean clas-

sification accuracy for source correct trials was significantly

greater than for source incorrect trials for each form of con-

tent. For the latter, we used a one-tailed significance threshold

given our a priori directional predictions that reinstatement

would be greater during correct source judgments.

2.6.3. Classification of participants' source memory errors
In addition to assessing differences in reinstatement between

correct and incorrect source memory trials, we further

assessed whether the classifier could predict participants'
choices during source memory errors. To do so, we analyzed
trials for which a participant identified the wrong imagery

task (source error) and trials for which they identified a novel

lure as being studied in one of the three imagery conditions

(false alarms). Because trial numbers for source errors from

each imagery condition (personmean: 6.7 SE: 1.0, objectmean:

9.3 SE: 1.4, placemean: 9.4 SE: 1.0) and false alarms (mean: 11.0

SE: 1.4) were low for the individual conditions, they were

combined to ensure sufficient power for statistical inference.

Thus, for each trial we labeled the classifier output for the

imagery task chosen by the participant as “selected task” and

the combined (i.e., averaged) output for the imagery tasks

that were not chosen as “alternate options”. In each MTL ROI,

we calculated the mean classifier output for the selected im-

agery task and alternate options across all source error and

false alarm trials. We performed paired sample t-test across

participants to assess whether mean classifier output signifi-

cantly differed between the selected imagery task and alter-

nate options.
3. Results

3.1. Behavioral performance

3.1.1. Vividness ratings during imagery-based encoding
To ensure that participants were able to visualize different

forms of content during encoding, we first binned trials into

vivid imagery trials (e.g., trials for which the participant

indicated that imagerywas “vividwith strong details” or “vivid

but lacking detail”) and poor imagery trials (e.g., trials for

which the participant indicated that imagery was “vague/

unclear” or “could not be visualized”). Across participants, the

proportion of vivid imagery trials was high for all content

classes (personmean: 81% SE: 2.4%, place mean: 82% SE: 2.9%,

object mean: 77% SE: 2.4%), and vividness ratings did not

significantly differ by imagery condition [F(2,28) ¼ 2.656,

p¼ .09]. Reaction time for imagery trials did significantly differ

by imagery condition [F(2,28) ¼ 8.199, p ¼ .002]. Pairwise com-

parisons showed that this effect was driven by reaction time

for person trials (mean: .77 sec SE: .03 sec) being significantly

faster than reaction time for object [mean: .84 sec SE: .03 sec,

t(14) ¼ 3.36, p¼ .005] and place [mean: .82 SE: .03 sec, t(14) ¼ 3.07,

p ¼ .008] trials. Reaction time for object and place did not

significantly differ [t(14) ¼ 1.16, p ¼ .27].

3.1.2. Source memory performance
At retrieval, participants were better than chance at identi-

fying the information content for adjectives encoded in each

of the imagery conditions (person mean: 71% SE: 3.1%, place

mean: 64% SE: 3.2%, object mean: 63% SE: 3.7%, all t > 10.45, all

p < .001). A repeated measures ANOVA of source accuracy

across the three imagery conditions revealed a significant

main effect of imagery content [F(2,28) ¼ 3.394, p ¼ .048] that

reflected better source identification of person relative to ob-

ject trials [t(14) ¼ 2.47, p ¼ .026]. Source accuracy for the person

condition did not differ from that for places, nor did source

memory for the object condition differ from that for the place

condition (all t < 1.90, all p > .05). Source reaction times also

differed by imagery condition [F(2,28) ¼ 3.86, p ¼ .033]. Pairwise

comparisons showed that reaction time for person trials
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(mean: .62 sec SE: .03 sec) was significantly faster than that for

place trials [mean: .67 sec SE: .03 sec, t(14) ¼ 3.18, p ¼ .007].

Reaction time for object trials (mean: .65 sec SE: .03 sec) did not

differ from any of the other imagery conditions (all t < 1.69, all

p > .11).

Source errors, i.e., trials for which participants indicated

the wrong imagery task for studied adjectives, did not signif-

icantly differ by imagery content [person mean: 14% SE: 2.1%,

place mean: 19% SE: 1.9%, object mean: 19% SE: 2.8%,

F(2,28) ¼ 2.865, p ¼ .074]. Source misses, i.e., trials for which

participants indicated a novel response for studied adjectives,

did not significantly differ by content [person mean: 10% SE:

1.1%, place mean: 10% SE: 1.6%, object mean: 12% SE: 1.1%,

F(2,28) ¼ .530, p ¼ .594]. Participants were also able to correctly

identify novel adjectives (correct rejectionmean: 72% SE: 2.9%,

t ¼ 16.13, p < .001). False alarms rates for novel words did not

significantly differ by content [person mean: 8.4% SE: 1.6%,

place mean: 7.3% SE: 1.0%, object mean: 6.1% SE: 1.1%,

F(2,28) ¼ 1.17, p ¼ .324].

3.2. Visualization of content-specific detail evokes
distinct MTL responses

First, we confirmed that internal visualization of people, pla-

ces, and objects during encoding evoked distinguishable pat-

terns of activity in MTL subregions before examining content-

specific reinstatement during source retrieval. All anatomical

MTL ROIs demonstrated accurate classification of the three

imagery conditions during encoding above the theoretical

chance level of 33% (Fig. 3, all t > 5.332, all p < .001).

3.3. Reinstatement in MTL is related to successful source
memory

Successful performance in the cued recall task critically de-

pends on retrieving source details specific to the original

encoding event. We hypothesized that successful retrieval

would therefore be reflected in the reinstatement of encoding
Fig. 3 e Classification performance during incidental encoding.

imagery tasks using activation patterns from incidental encodi

visualization of people, places, and objects evoked distinguisha

chance level classifier performance; asterisks indicate significan
patterns specific to the correct class of imagery content. To

test this hypothesis, we measured reinstatement by training

an MVPA classifier on encoding data from each anatomical

ROI and testing whether the classifier could distinguish the

imagery encoding condition from the activation patterns

during source retrieval.

3.3.1. Content-sensitive reinstatement in MTL cortex
We first examined whether reinstatement of encoding pat-

terns in PRc, PHc, and the transitional zone between PRc and

PHc differed based on imagined content and source memory

performance. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a sig-

nificant 3-way interaction between ROI, content, and source

memory [Fig. 4A, F(4,56) ¼ 3.357, p ¼ .016].

In PRc, classification accuracy was greater for adjectives

correctly identified as having been encoded in the person

condition relative to incorrect trials [t(14) ¼ 2.377, p ¼ .016], but

classification accuracy did not differ for correctly and incor-

rectly identified adjectives for the object or place conditions

(all t < 1.135, all p > .05). Furthermore, classification accuracy

was significantly above chance when adjectives were

correctly identified as being studied in the person condition

[t(14) ¼ 2.513, p ¼ .025], but was not significantly different from

chance for incorrect trials [t(14) ¼ �1.888, p ¼ .08].

In the transitional zone of MTL cortex, classifier accuracy

was greater for correctly identified object [t(14)¼ 2.091, p¼ .027]

and place[t(14) ¼ 2.839, p¼ .006] trials relative to incorrect trials

for each condition; classification accuracy did not differ for

correct and incorrect source trials in the person condition

[t(14) ¼ �.156, p ¼ .561]. Classifier accuracy was significantly

above chance for correct place retrieval trials [t(14) ¼ 2.32,

p ¼ .04], but was not significantly different from chance for

correct object retrieval trials [t(14) ¼ 1.92, p ¼ .08] or for incor-

rect source trials from the object and place conditions (all

t < �1.06, all p > .05).

In PHc, classifier accuracywas greater for correct relative to

incorrect source identification for the object [t(14) ¼ 1.798,

p ¼ .047] and place [t(14) ¼ 4.70, p < .001] conditions, with a
A pattern classifier was trained to discriminate the three

ng within each MTL subregion. We found that internal

ble patterns within all MTL subregions. The line represents

tly above chance classifier accuracy at p < .001.
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performance. Asterisks indicate a significant difference between correct and incorrect source trials at p < .05.
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similar trend for the person condition [t(14) ¼ 1.573, p ¼ .069].

Classifier accuracy was further above chance level during

correct place trials [t(14) ¼ 9.088, p < .001], but was not signifi-

cantly different chance for correct object trials [t(14) ¼ .018,

p ¼ .99]. Moreover, the classifier did not perform differently

from chance for incorrect source retrieval for the place con-

dition [t(14) ¼ 1.726, p ¼ .11], and performed significantly below

chance for incorrect source retrieval for the object condition

[t(14) ¼ �2.338, p ¼ .035].

3.3.2. Content-sensitive reinstatement in hippocampus
We next examined whether reinstatement of encoding pat-

terns in anterior, middle, and posterior hippocampus differed

based on imagined content and source memory performance.

A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant 3-way

interaction between ROI, content, and sourcememory [Fig. 4B,

F(4,56) ¼ 2.807, p ¼ .034].

In anterior hippocampus, classifier accuracy was greater

for correct relative to incorrect source trials for the person

[t(14) ¼ 3.024, p ¼ .004] and place [t(14) ¼ 2.725, p ¼ .008] condi-

tions, but not for the object condition [t(14) ¼ �.125, p ¼ .903].
Classifier accuracy was above chance levels during correct

source identification of place [t(14) ¼ 2.213, p ¼ .044] but not

person trials [t(14) ¼ .76, p ¼ .460] in this region. Furthermore,

the classifier performed below chance for incorrect source

retrieval trials from the person [t(14) ¼ �2.376, p ¼ .032] and

place conditions [t(14) ¼ �2.376, p ¼ .032].

In the middle segment of hippocampus, classifier accuracy

was greater for correct relative to incorrect source trials for the

place condition [t(14) ¼ 5.221, p < .001], but not for the person

and object conditions (all t < .154, all p > .05). Classifier accu-

racy was further above chance for the place condition

[t(14) ¼ 4.291, p < .001], but not for the person and object con-

ditions (all t < .409, all p > .05). The classifier did not perform

above chance for incorrect source retrieval for person and

object conditions (all t < 1.014, all p > .05), and performed

below chance level for incorrect source retrieval for place

[t(14) ¼ �4.10, p ¼ .001].

Posterior hippocampus also showed condition specific

classification performance, with greater accuracy for correct

relative to incorrect source identification for the place condi-

tion [t(14) ¼ 2.675, p ¼ .009], but not the person and object

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.09.011
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conditions (all t < �.228, all p > .05). Classifier accuracy was

greater than chance for correctly identified adjectives from

the place condition [t(14) ¼ 5.161, p < .001], but not for the

person and object conditions (all t < .296, all p > .05) or

incorrect source trials from any of the imagery conditions (all

t < .428, all p > .05).

3.4. Distributed patterns in MTL cortex predict
participants' source errors

If reinstated encoding patterns guide source judgments, the

nature of incorrectly reinstated content should predict par-

ticipants' actual choices when they make errors. To test this

hypothesis, we collapsed all trials for which participants

made source errors (i.e., when they indicated the wrong im-

agery task for a studied adjective) or false alarms (i.e., when

they incorrectly indicated a novel adjective as being studied in

one of the imagery tasks). We then compared the mean clas-

sifier output for the imagery task selected by the participant to

the mean classifier output for the alternate options for each

trial.

In PHc and the transitional zone of MTL cortex, classifier

output for the selected imagery task was significantly greater

than the mean output for the alternate options (Fig. 5A, all

t > 2.580, all p < .05). By contrast, classifier output for PRc did

not differ for the selected and the alternate options

[t(14) ¼ �1.062, p ¼ .847], nor did classifier output for any of the

hippocampal ROIs (Fig. 5B, all t < .762, all p > .05). We also

assessedwhether distributed activation patterns during novel

lure trials, for which participants did not perform an imagery

task, were predictive of participants' choices. To test this

possibility we repeated the same analysis but limited it to

false alarm (lure) trials. This restricted analysis revealed that,

in PHc, classifier output for the selected imagery task was

greater than the output for the alternate options [t(14) ¼ 2.382,

p ¼ .03].
Fig. 5 e Reinstatement of encoding patterns and source

memory errors. For each segment of (A) MTL cortex and (B)

hippocampus, we assessed the relationship between

classifier output and errors during the source memory

task. During error trials (source confusions and false

alarms), we compared classifier output for the response

selected by the participant (dark gray bars) to the output for

the options not selected (white bars). Asterisks indicate a

significance difference between these conditions at p < .05.
4. Discussion

The present findings indicate that memory reinstatement

within MTL subregions plays a central role in the recollection

of source details. We found that MTL activation patterns

during incidental encoding discriminated whether partici-

pants were imagining people, places, or objects. In line with

our central hypotheses, MTL encoding patterns were subse-

quently reinstated during source retrieval, with distinct pat-

terns of content-specific reinstatement along the

anterioreposterior axis of hippocampus and MTL cortex.

Within hippocampus, reinstatement of place content was

greater for correct relative to incorrect source retrieval across

the entire longitudinal axis. Furthermore, we observed

different levels of person-specific reinstatement for correct

and incorrect source judgments in anterior hippocampus.

Content-specific reinstatement during source retrieval was

also graded across MTL cortex. Source memory for person

imagery was related to reinstatement of person content in

PRc, whereasmemory for place and object source information

was tracked by reinstatement of those content forms in PHc

and the transitional zone between PRc and PHc. Moreover,
across all forms of source content, reinstatement in PHc and

the transitional zone of MTL cortex was predictive of partici-

pants' source misattributions; source memory errors were

reflected in reinstatement of incorrect source content in these

regions.

4.1. Implications for models of MTL cortical function

An influential model of MTL function (Davachi, 2006; Diana

et al., 2007) proposes that PRc and PHc play content-specific

roles in memory. This model has support from several

studies of episodic encoding, which have revealed content-
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specific dissociations in encoding activation across PRc and

PHc (Davachi, Mitchell, &Wagner, 2003; Staresina et al., 2011).

For instance, one study showed that PRc encoding activation

predicted later source memory for objects, whereas PHc

encoding activation predicted source memory for scenes

(Staresina et al., 2011). Moreover, distributed activation pat-

terns within MTL cortex have been shown to discriminate

content forms during encoding (Diana et al., 2008; Huffman &

Stark, 2014; Liang et al., 2013), with the degree of discrimina-

tion predicting subsequent memory (Kuhl, Rissman, &

Wagner, 2012). The present data build upon this work by

providing evidence that such dissociations in content-based

processing within MTL cortex extend to retrieval. Consistent

with work on encoding, our results indicate that PRc prefer-

entially reinstates information about people. In contrast, PHc

maintains distinct representations of multiple content forms,

but also shows the greatest reinstatement effects for place

content.

Notably, few neuroimaging studies to date have shown

evidence for reinstatement of encoding activity patterns in

human MTL cortex during retrieval. One such study showed

successful recall of individual scenes was related to rein-

statement of specific scene content in PHc (Staresina et al.,

2012). Conversely, another study showed that the speed of

memory decisions about people was linked to reinstatement

of specific faces in PRc (Mack & Preston, 2016). Here, we

demonstrate this dissociation between PRc and PHc process-

ing of people and places within individual participants.

Furthermore, our data provide a stronger test of the relation-

ship between MTL cortical reinstatement and source memory

performance than prior work. If MTL cortex drives source

memory decisions, one would expect that reinstated content

in MTL cortex would not only relate to correct source judg-

ments, but also errors. Consistent with this prediction, we

showed that content-specific reinstatement in MTL cortex

tracks both successful source retrieval and individual partic-

ipants' pattern of source misattributions. When participants

judged a source incorrectly or made a false alarm to a novel

adjective, the nature of the source error was predicted by

reinstatement of incorrect source content in the posterior

aspects of MTL cortex. Thus, our findings indicate that rein-

stated content in MTL cortex supports correct source judg-

ments as well as false recollection.

The present data further suggest that information about

people and objects may be processed differently within MTL

cortex. Person-specific reinstatement was limited to PRc,

whereas object-specific reinstatement was observed in the

transitional zone of MTL cortex and PHc. One possible inter-

pretation of this pattern is that imagining and retrieving in-

formation about people evokes more emotional content than

object imagery. In rodents, the amygdala is highly inter-

connectedwith PRc, but not with postrhinal cortex (the rodent

homologue to PHc) (Agster, Tomas Pereira, Saddoris, &

Burwell, 2016; Pereira, Agster, & Burwell, 2016). Increased

emotional processing during person imagery could therefore

have resulted in preferential recruitment of the PRc during

source memory retrieval, as participants retrieved the

emotional content they imagined during encoding. The dis-

tribution of object reinstatement in the present study is more

posterior than prior reports of object-specific encoding
responses, which have primarily been observed in PRc

(Staresina et al., 2011). In the present study, object-specific

reinstatement extended from the transitional zone of MTL

cortex into PHc. Multivariate measures of content-specific

encoding in MTL cortex have shown that PHc discriminates

objects from other forms of information content (Liang et al.,

2013). This finding, together with the present data, suggests

that while PHc may show a preference for processing place

information during encoding and retrieval, it is not selective

for such information content. Additionally, it is possible that

when generating specific items during object imagery, par-

ticipants imagined objects that were highly contextual in

nature thus promoting additional recruitment of PHc

(Aminoff, Kveraga, & Bar, 2013).

4.2. Hippocampal reinstatement of content-specific
information

Evidence for memory reinstatement in human hippocampus

has largely been limited to electrophysiological work in pa-

tients (Gelbard-Sagiv et al., 2008). Neuroimaging studies that

have observed reinstatement of encoding patterns within

hippocampus during retrieval have provided only limited

links to memory behavior (Mack & Preston, 2016; Wimber

et al., 2015). Here, we provide evidence that reinstatement of

encoded content in hippocampus supports accurate retrieval

of source information. Notably, hippocampal reinstatement

effects were strongest for place content; we observed place

reinstatement effects that tracked source memory for places

across the entire longitudinal axis of hippocampus. This

finding is consistent with other recent work showing that

during both encoding (Liang et al., 2013) and retrieval (Mack &

Preston, 2016), hippocampal activation patterns are more

reliable at discriminating place content relative to either

person or object content. Collectively, these findings support

the notion that hippocampus, and posterior hippocampus in

particular, may play a specialized role in spatial processing

(Bird & Burgess, 2008; Kumaran & Maguire, 2005).

However, in anterior hippocampus, we did see evidence

that reinstatement of person content differed for correct and

incorrect source retrieval, suggesting a more general role for

hippocampus in memory beyond spatial processing. In the

human brain, anterior hippocampus shows preferentially

connectivity with PRc (Libby et al., 2012), a region that also

showed selective reinstatement of person content in the

present study. Furthermore, in rodents, gene expression in

ventral hippocampus (which corresponds to anterior hippo-

campus in humans) and amygdala are correlated (Fanselow &

Dong, 2010), consistent with an increased role for anterior

hippocampus in emotional processing. As with PRc, the per-

son imagery condition may have evoked anterior hippocam-

pal processing due to the increased emotional content

associated with people in comparison to objects and places.

Thus, as a whole, the hippocampusmay play an essential role

in processing many forms of memory content (Davachi, 2006;

Diana et al., 2007); however, our data suggest that there may

be specialization of content representation along the ante-

rioreposterior axis.

One notable aspect of the present data is that reinstate-

ment in hippocampus was observed at the category level.
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Previous studies have often failed to find evidence for hippo-

campal reinstatement when using category-level decoding

techniques, instead finding evidence only at the level of in-

dividual items (e.g., Mack& Preston, 2016). Based on such data,

some researchers have proposed that hippocampus is

“representationally agnostic” (Huffman & Stark, 2014), with a

sparse coding strategy that does not differentiate stimuli

based on information content. However, in prior work,

category-level decoding has been performed on the basis of

the visual properties of stimuli alone. Here, classifiers are

trained to differentiate imagined rather than perceived con-

tent at encoding. When performing imagery and retrieving

imagined details, participants likely evoke both visual and

conceptual information when thinking about people, objects,

and places. Our data suggest that the hippocampus may be

more likely to discriminate categories based on differences

between their conceptual, as opposed to visual, properties

(Quian Quiroga, Kraskov, Koch, & Fried, 2009).

4.3. MTL subregions and subjective memory decisions

A central question in memory research is how MTL regions

contribute to subjective aspects of memory decisions. An

early study (Cabeza, Rao, Wagner, Mayer, & Schacter, 2001)

suggested a dissociation between hippocampus and PHc

during memory retrieval, in which hippocampal activation

tracked subjective judgments of memory status, while PHc

activation accurately predicted the objective status of mem-

ory probes. Recent work demonstrates that hippocampal

engagement tracks memory confidence during retrieval

(Gordon et al., 2014; Leiker & Johnson, 2015; Rutishauser et al.,

2015; Thakral et al., 2015), further linking hippocampal pro-

cessing to subjective decisions. The present analyses provide

a different window into the relationship between MTL

retrieval processes and subjectivememory. Instead of relating

MTL engagement to subjective confidence, we assessed how

reinstatement within the MTL network predicted true and

false source decisions. In contrast to prior work, we found that

MTL cortex, and PHc in particular, tracked subjective choices

about source content during memory misattributions.
5. Conclusions

The present study provides a fundamental demonstration

that recollection of source details requires reinstatement of

MTL encoding patterns. The findings go beyond prior work by

demonstrating that MTL reinstatement of encoded content

not only supports successful source memory, but also un-

derlies individuals' source misattributions. Our results thus

indicate that the same mechanismdreinstatement of previ-

ously experienced contentdunderlies both true and false

memories. Moreover, the present data indicate that different

MTL subregions support retrieval of distinct forms of memory

content, thereby informing current models of MTL subre-

gional function. The results suggest an anterioreposterior

distribution of content representation within hippocampus

and MTL cortex, with information about people, objects, and

places being processed in the anterior, middle, and posterior

aspects of the MTL respectively.
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